We consider the problem of defining the effect of an intervention on a timevarying risk factor or treatment for a disease or a physiological marker; we develop here the latter case. So, the system considered is (Y, A, C), where Y = (Yt), is the marker process of interest, A = At the treatment (assumed to take values 0 or 1) and C a potential confounding factor. The marker process Y has a DoobMeyer decomposition dYt = λtdt + dMt, where the intensity of the process Y , λt is a function of the past history of the three processes and can be written as φ(Ȳt−,Āt−, C)), whereXt means the information of X up to time t; the function φ(·, ·, ·) is the "physical law" and cannot be changed. Y lives in continuous time but can be observed only at discrete times by: Zj = Yt j + εj. A realistic case is that the treatment can be changed only at discrete times, according to a probability law: P(At j = 1|Zj,Āt j−1 , C). In an observation study the treatment attribution law is unknown; however, the physical law can be estimated without knowing the treatment attribution law, provided a well specified model is available. An intervention is specified by the treatment attribution law, which is thus known. Simple interventions will simply randomize the attribution of the treatment; interventions that take into account the past history will be called "strategies". The effect of interventions can be defined by a risk function
Introduction
It is of great importance in epidemiology and public health to identify and quantify causal effects of a factor on the risks of diseases and death. The ultimate aim of such research is to decrease such risks by modifying the factors that can be modified. Factors that can be modified, although not always easily and completely, may be treatments, exposures, life-style. Modification will be realized through an intervention. It will be possible to compute the effects of interventions if, and only if, the causal effects have been correctly estimated. Having understood the difficulty of establishing it, epidemiologist have long be reluctant to speak of causality, although Hill (1965) stated a list of common sense criteria which are still useful. More recently, statisticians developed formalisms for causality; two broad approaches can be distinguished: the "potential outcome" and the "dynamic" approaches.
The use of potential outcomes has first been proposed by Jerzy Neyman in 1923 (Splawa-Neyman, 1990 ) but was formulated in modern notation much later by Rubin (1974) . Since then, causal inference based on potential outcomes have been developed in a series of papers and has become the dominant school of causal inference in biostatistics and has also been influential in other fields such as econometrics (Heckman, 2005) . This theory was reviewed by Holland (1986) and Rubin (2005) among others. However, the potential outcome approach has been criticized (Dawid, 2000; Commenges, 2019a) .
Another approach relies on developing dynamical models. This is in line with the definition of Granger (1969) working with time series and has been given a more powerful formalism by the works of Schweder (1970) and Aalen (1989) , further developed by Arjas and Parner (2004) and Didelez (2008) . Of course, the use of a dynamical model is not sufficient for causal interpretation but it is possible to formalize the assumption needed, particularly through the concept of "system" elaborated in Commenges and Gégout-Petit (2009) , in Chapter 9 of Commenges and JacqminGadda (2015) and in Commenges (2019b) ; and this was called "the stochastic system approach to causality".
One issue that has retained much attention recently is that the factor of interest, that will be called "treatment" in the following, may be dynamic and maybe influenced by factors linked to the outcome. Robins and coworkers used the potential outcomes approach to these complex problems (Robins et al., 2000; Robins and Hernán, 2009) . It was shown that these problems can also be tackled through the dynamic approach (Arjas, 2012; Prague et al., 2017) . Finally, when the causal effect has been estimated, one can compute the effects of interventions, and one can further try to find the best interventions. These interventions can be personalized and adaptive, leading to the search of optimal treatment regime. This topic has attracted much attention recently (Murphy, 2003; Chakraborty and Murphy, 2014; Saarela et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2017; Hager et al., 2018) .
One aim of this paper is to show that within the stochastic system approach to causality, the effects of interventions can be estimated from observational studies without resorting to counterfactuals or potential outcomes; this can be done either in a direct way or through the use of marginal structural models. Thus the effects of any complex interventions can be estimated in a way similar to Pearl (2000) but with the important difference that our approach is based on stochastic processes rather than random variables. The other aim is to show that optimal and sub-optimal strategies can be designed and estimated. Our approach incorporates realistic modeling of important features, acknowledging that biological processes live in continuous time while observations are made at discrete times and with errors; see Aalen et al. (2016) for the importance of continuous time.
In Section 2 we recall the main features of the stochastic system approach to causality and we introduce a lead example that will be used to illustrate the theory. In Section 3, we define the effects of interventions, we see how to compute them and in Section 4 we examine some ways of designing strategies. Since finding optimal strategies is in general impractical, we propose parametric families of strategies. Then in Section 5, we examine the inference issue, showing that we can estimate the physical law directly and then compute the effect of any intervention. Once we can compute effects for any strategy, we can search for optimal strategies. In Section 6, we present a simulation study illustrating the choice of a strategy for containing the HIV load below a certain level while limiting the treatment burden. We then conclude.
The context 2.1 Recall of the Stochastic System Approach to Causality
In the framework of the stochastic system approach to causality, we consider a (voluntarily simple) system X = (Y, A, C), where Y, A, C are counting processes or diffusion processes, Y is the outcome of interest, A a treatment, C an observed potential confounding factor; C is really a confounding factor in an observational study; note that that the property of "confounding" depends on both the system and the law (Commenges, 2019b) . Influences between processes are defined via "local independence" (Aalen, 1987) , direct influence being the contrary of local independence. Given a system represented by a multivariate stochastic process X which may include both counting and diffusion processes, a criterion of local independence is defined in terms of measurability of processes involved in the Doob-Meyer representation. Commenges and Gégout-Petit (2009) denoted the local independence by WCLI (weak local conditional independence) because they also defined a criterion of strong local independence (SCLI); when WCLI does not hold, there is direct influence, when SCLI does not hold while WCLI holds, there is indirect influence. In short, if a component of the stochastic process X k does not appear in the compensator of the Doob-Meyer decomposition of X j we say that X j is WCLI of X k . A system X is called "perfect" for Y if we cannot find a process U which influences Y in the augmented system X = (Y, A, C, U ). A system is "NUC" (no unmeasured confounder) for the effect of A on Y (in short for [A → Y ]) if there does not exist a process U ∈ X such that U −→ X Y and U −→ X V ; see Commenges (2019b) .
In this paper, we will assume that both systems X and X = (Y, A, C, U ) are NUC for [A → Y ]. These assumptions allow interpreting influences as causal influences; in X , U will be treated as a random effect (see Section 2.2.2). If X is perfect, conditional and marginal effects of A on Y can be estimated (Commenges and Gégout-Petit, 2009 ); if X is NUC for [A → Y ], conditional effect of A on Y with respect to C but marginal with respect to other factors influencing Y , can be estimated (Commenges and Jacqmin-Gadda, 2015; Commenges, 2019b) . To the system X is associated the filtration F = (F t ), where F t is the sigma-field generated by (Ȳ t ,Ā t ,C t ), noted F t = σ(Ȳ t ,Ā t ,C t ). We use the notationȲ t = (Y u , u ≤ t), and similarly for the other processes. Similarly, to the system X is associated the filtration F .
Physical law and treatment regime 2.2.1 Physical law
As in Commenges and Gégout-Petit (2015) , it is important to define the "physical law", allowing for heterogeneity between subjects; here it is necessary to restore the subscript "i". We assume that the Doob-Meyer decomposition of Y i in F i can be written:
where φ t (·, ·, ·, ·) is a function which does not depend on i and the martingales are orthogonal. The conjunction of φ and the law of the martingales define the physical law of Y .
Observation
We must acknowledge that generally we do not completely observe Y it for all t. For instance if Y i represents an event, its observation may be right-censored and if Y i is a quantitative marker, the observation is made at discrete times and with a measurement error. We denote byZ it the observation of Y i up to time time t. Acknowledging this fact is important for both inference and for defining the treatment regime. We assume that both A i and C i are exactly observed. Thus the observation up to time t is the sigma-field O it = (Z it ,Ā it , C i ). The family of these sigma-fields is the filtration
. U i is not observed and can be considered as a random effect. A more complex observation scheme arise if the visit-times are also random; their law may be described by a counting process N (jumping at visit times), the compensator of which could depend on the past of Y, Z, A, C. If we restrict to cases where it depends only on past values of Z, A, C, this mechanism is ignorable for inference (Commenges, 2019b) . Adapting visit-times may lead to efficient strategies (Villain et al., 2019 ), but we do not develop this possibility in this paper.
Treatment regime
Often, there are visits at which Y i is observed and the treatment can be changed just after the observation and is unchanged between visits. So, A i is a process which may change at times t ij and which may be influenced by Y i through the observationsZ ij . Rather than writing a Doob-Meyer decomposition in O i for the process A i , we write the distribution of A itij .Taking the case where the treatment takes a binary value we have:
The treatment regime is defined by the function ψ itij (·, ·, ·). Note that it may depend on i. Treatment regimes may vary between subjects because different doctors may have applied different protocols. In observational studies, the treatment is given preferentially when the observed marker indicates a degradation of the health of the patient: if we wish to estimate the effect of A by naive methods we are confronted to "dynamic confounding", or "indication bias". Moreover, we do not generally know the treatment regime. On the other hand, we may wish to find an optimal treatment regime (or strategy) for future patients; in that case, there is no reason that ψ depend on i. That is, the strategy specified by ψ tij (·, ·, ·) does not depend on i although the decision depends on all the information (Z ij ,Ā itij −1 , C i ) we have on subject i at time t ij .
Lead toy example
We shall use a lead toy example to make all the developments more concrete. Let Y be a quantitative marker which may represent the log of the viral load of HIV infected subjects, C may represent infection by intravenous drug-use and A an antiretroviral treatment. Assume that, under the true probability, Y i has a Doob-Meyer decomposition in F i which in differential form is:
with a normality assumption for µ * 1i = µ * 1 + U i , and where µ * 1 , γ * C , γ * A , τ * are true values; γ * A should be negative for the treatment to be efficient, and the B i are standard Brownian motions. Heterogeneity is explained by the variable C i but there can also be unexplained heterogeneity that can be represented by random effects on the baseline slope (µ * 1i ) and on the initial condition Y i0 = µ 0i . Assuming for simplicity that the number of visit-times is the same for all subjects, the observation are:
with the ε ij independent normal variables with zero mean and variance σ * 2 ε . In order to generate data for a simulation study (see Section 6), we will have to specify the treatment regime. We will consider the case where the probability of being treated at t j depends on the observation Z ij and on the factor C i :
If α * A takes a large value, the treatment once given cannot be removed, the case considered by Hernán et al. (2002) . There are, however, active research for the possibility of intermittent treatment (Lau et al., 2019) . The influence graph of this system in the observed probability measure (Commenges and Gégout-Petit, 2009 ) is depicted in Figure  1 
Interventions, experiments, strategies
How can we use the knowledge that we can obtain about the physical law of Y ? The scientific context is that we assume that the compensator of Y represents a "physical law" which is stable (cannot be changed), while the treatment regime, that is the law of A, can be manipulated. Thus, we assume that we can devise strategies which define a probability measure P int for which the compensator of Y is unchanged but the law of A can be controlled, subject to the constraint that A must remain adapted to the filtration (O). That is, the dynamics of A may only depend on past observed values of Y, A, C (that is of past values of Z, A, C). Thus, assuming the observations times t ij fixed, a strategy is specified by functions ψ tij (·, ·, ·) such that:
In most cases there is not need to make ψ depend on t ij . The terms "intervention", "policy", "strategy" are often used for naming a control which may depend on past information. In this paper, we use the general term of "intervention" to mean any type of control of the law of A, and we reserve the term "strategy" for adaptive interventions, that is, when the law of A is made dependent of the past observations of Y and C. Thus the influence graph under a strategy is generally the same as that in an observational study; the difference is that, for a strategy, the dynamics of A is known. A simple randomized experiment is a particular case of intervention, where the dynamics of A is made independent of both Y and C (the simplest one is when A takes a randomly chosen constant value); in that case the influence graph is as in Figure 1b , analogous to the application of Pearl's "do-operator" (Pearl, 2000) . We assume that we cannot manipulate C which has its own independent dynamics; however we could still consider situations where C would have a different dynamics (or a different distribution in the case where C is a simple random variable), for instance if we apply the model to a different population.
Risk functions
In this section (Section 3), we drop the index i for simplicity of notation, and we work with X rather than X .
Assessing whether there is a causal effect
The first conclusion that we can derive from the knowledge of the F-compensator of Y is that if λ 
Definition of effects as risk functions 3.2.1 Generic effects
If there is a causal influence of A on Y we wish to quantify it. The effect of a treatment regime can be defined as a contrast between risk functions or utility functions of this regime and a reference regime. A risk function is the expectation of a loss function; minus a loss function is a utility function and its expectation is the expected utility; the two formulations are equivalent; here we adopt the formulation in terms of risk function. For instance, if our loss function is Y t J , taking the difference of risk functions as the contrast, we can define an effect as
where in intervention "int1" the treatment is given during the whole period while in intervention "int0", the treatment is never given. This kind of effect is often estimated in simple randomized trials where there is a "treatment arm" and a "placebo arm". However, a much more general definition is possible, and this will be useful for designing strategies (see Section 4).
Effects of strategies: risk functions
A general loss function is L(Ȳ t J ,Ā t J , C): in general , the loss function reflects a compromise between improving the trajectory of Y and reducing the burden of the therapeutic protocol (treatment dose and number of visits). Risk functions of an intervention are expectations of the loss function in the probability defined by the intervention "int".
• The marginal risk is
• The conditional risks: 
, respectively. More complicated loss functions could include values of the whole trajectory of Y and a cost of treatment (both financial and related to toxicity and quality of life).
A rather general additive risk function for the marker and the treatment is:
Particular cases are obtained by taking G(x) = x, g(x) = ωx and h(x) = x or h(x) = 1 x>η :
or
Two interventions can be compared by contrasting their risk functions; it is of course interesting to find the best strategies (see Section 4).
Examples
In our toy example, because of the linearity of the compensator in (3), the marginal and conditional (additive) generic effects are the same. For instance the additive contrast (3.2.1)
Beware that this does not mean that we can estimate these effects with a marginal regression model.
On the other hand, conditional and marginal effects are in general different for strategies. Consider the viral load containment strategy. It can be seen that
), where Φ(.) is the cdf of the standard normal distribution. Thus the A tj , and hence the risk function, are non-linear functions of the random effect and of C, leading to different conditional and marginal effects. Note also that the adaptive strategies give in general different treatment regimes for different subjects, leading to "personalized medicine"; this will be developed in Section 5.3.
Designing strategies 4.1 Optimal strategies
Knowledge of the physical law of Y can be used to design adaptive interventions, that is, strategies. Once the risk function is chosen one may try to find the best strategy, that is one which minimizes this risk. This is a special case of optimal control. Optimal control has been well developed, in particular in automatics (Bertsekas et al., 1995) ; an application for optimizing antiretroviral treatment has been given by Kirschner et al. (1997) .
However, there are several difficulties for a realistic application of optimal control. The first difficulty is that the treatment strategies are restricted in practice. One of the most important restriction is that the treatment can be changed only at discrete visittimes. The second difficulty is that optimal control may be computationally intractable if there are an even moderately large number of visit-times. A third difficulty is that the "physical law" is unknown in practice, so it must be updated at each visit time: see Section 5. Thus, optimal control is most often impractical in this context.
Optimal parametric strategies
A possibility is to restrict the space of strategies to parametric forms. For instance a parametric family of strategies is:
Note that strategies do not need to be random and deterministic strategies make more sense for clinical use. A parametric family of deterministic strategies is:
If we are able to compute R int m for all strategies belonging to a parametric class, we can use a minimization algorithm to choose the best strategy in that class.
In fact we do not need to restrict to strategies linear in C. Especially if C is continuous we can personalize the strategy by defining it as:
If C is binary (11) and (12) are equivalent, otherwise (12) is less restrictive.
Prediction-based strategies
A practical approach to adaptive regimes is to possibly change the treatment at visittimes in a way to optimize a risk function defined at a not too far future and not depending on future treatment, and updating the risk function at each visit-time (rather than defining it once for all). In our example, we can compute the distribution of Y itij +1 given (A itj ,Z ij ,Ā tij −1 , C i ) which allows computing any risk function depending on this distribution and of the treatment given at t ij . In our example where Y is the viral load, a possible risk function is based on P(Y itij +1 > η|A itj ,Z ij ,Ā itij −1 , C i ), if it is admitted that under a certain level, the infection is controlled; for instance one speaks of virological failure for HIV infected patients if the viral load is above the detection limit of 50 copies per ml. The rule could then be:
where κ is a small number, say 0.05: in words, if it is not very likely that without treatment the viral load will remain under the threshold η, then give the treatment. We shall call this strategy "the viral load containment strategy". A more realistic example was given in Prague et al. (2012) where the dose of antiviral treatment can be changed at each visit-time to optimize a risk function defined at the next visit-time; see Section 5.
Another type of strategies is to optimize the next visit-time. An example is given in the work of Villain et al. (2019) where the next visit time for IL7 injection is decided as a function of previous observations. More generally, we can define both the updating of the treatment and the next visit time.
Combining prediction-based and parametric strategies
It is possible to include predictions into parametric families of strategies, leading possibly to better strategies. For instance we could consider the deterministic parametric strategy obtained from Equation (13) by parameterizing κ:
Computation of risk functions for a parametric strategy
For a non-random treatment regime the risk is easy to compute. For strategies, however, it is difficult, or impossible, to analytically solve the stochastic differential equations defined by the system, the observation and the strategy. The risk can still be computed by simulation. The conditional risk must be computed for a particular patient for whom we observe the value of C, say c; here again we drop the subscript i. The strategy is specified by a parameter β such as in Equations (12) or (14). So, at time t 0 we observe C = c and Z 0 , and we wish to compute the conditional risk R int c . For system and observation equations (4) and (5) the algorithm can be as follows: For j = 0 to j = J:
1. at time t j we apply the strategy to choose the value of A tj ;
; draw a value from this distribution; 3. generate a value for Z j+1 by drawing from N (Y tj+1 , σ * 2 ε ) and go to step 1 This is done for instance K = 1000 times and then one can compute an approximate version of risk (9) by 5 Inference
Estimation of the law
If we have a well-specified model for the law of Y , and if we have enough observations from an observational study, we can estimate this law, for instance by maximum likelihood. In particular we can estimate the compensator of Y , λ F Y , in the filtration F. This can be done without modeling the law of A and C if these processes are observed (Commenges and Gégout-Petit, 2015) . Then the estimates of the densities can be plugged in the formulas for the risk to obtain estimates of the risks of different interventions. A Bayesian approach would allow taking into account the uncertainty about the parameters by integrating them out.
As an example, dynamical models have been proposed by Prague et al. (2017) and marginal effects computed by simulation.
Observe the marginal law directly by experimentation
The influence graph of a simple experiment is displayed in Figure 1 (b) ; it is similar to the "do operator" of Pearl (2000) and this approach has been formalized by Arjas (2012) . In this experimental setting, the law of the three variables Y, A, C is given by a probability measure P ex:A=a ; this is a particular type of intervention where C does not influence A, that is f ex A|C = f ex A . If we have observations from an experiment for different values of a, we can estimate the marginal distribution of Z given A, and hence that of Y , given A. The simplest experiment uses fixed values of A: A tj = a, and N/2 subjects have value a = 1, N/2 subjects have value a = 0; the values are attributed by randomization, which ensures that they are not influenced by any confounding factor. However, nothing prevents doing an experiment for comparing two (or more) adaptive strategies; this allows directly estimating the marginal risk for the interventions tried.
The great advantage of experiments is that we observe directly the marginal law of Z given A. Thus we are free from the NUC assumption. However, there are several important limitations (feasibility, selected subjects, short follow-up, non-compliance), which implies that we still need to analyze observational data. The other advantage is that it is not necessary to estimate the physical law if we are only interested in the marginal risk.
Estimate the physical law then make estimation for any intervention
In our example, assuming that the true values for subject i are given by Equation (3), a well specified model for the observations may be:
with µ 0 ∈ , µ 1 ∈ , γ C ∈ , γ A ∈ , τ ∈ + σ ε ∈ + , and with b 0i and b 1i normal random effects with standard deviations σ µ0 ∈ + and σ µ1 ∈ + , respectively. Parameters for this mixed linear model can be estimated by maximum likelihood from observational data, as is conventional. Note that the estimation uses a probability conditional on A so that there is no need to model the dynamics of A. Once we have estimated the parameters of the physical law of Y , we can estimate the conditional and marginal effects of any intervention.
Optimizing strategies when the parameters are unknown
The simplest way is to plug-in the maximum likelihood estimates into the computation of the risk by the SKP algorithm.
A more elaborate approach is to take the uncertainty about parameters into account via a Bayesian approach. This has been done for prediction-based strategies by Prague et al. (2012) and Villain et al. (2019) . A way to extend the optimal parametric strategies so as to take parameter uncertainty into account is to include this uncertainty in the computation of the risk. If there were no random effect the algorithm can be a variation of the SKP algorithm where we include in the simulation a drawing of the parameter values from their posterior distribution; we call it simulation from posterior distribution of parameters (SPDP).
Moreover, there is the possibility of taking into account the cumulative information that we collect on the random parameters. The threshold β that specifies the decision rule should then change at each visit time where more information is available. As a consequence we cannot estimate the risk for each fixed value of β and then optimize once for all, but we have to optimize at each visit time. This leads not simply to a change of algorithm but to a change of strategy. We call this strategy "dynamic threshold decision rule (DTDR).
The algorithm can be as follows: For j = 0 to j = J:
1. compute the posterior distribution of the random parameters based on observations up to t j ; 2. at time t j optimize β j using the SPDP algorithm; let β * j the optimum value;
3. apply decision rule with the threshold β * j to define A tj ;
4. observe Z j+1 and go to step 1;
The posterior distribution can be computed by an MCMC algorithm as in Prague et al. (2012) or by a Laplace approximation (Rue et al., 2009) or simply by using the asymptotic distribution of the penalized maximum likelihood estimators which is justified by the Bernstein-von Mises Theorem (van der Vaart et al., 2004) and was used by Prague et al. (2013) .
Illustration

Simulated data
We simulated observations of samples of N subjects from a system obeying a dynamics similar to Equation (3) except that we had both a continuous variable C and a discrete variable D: and σ * µ1 depend on the setting of simulation and on whether we assume the individual parameters known or estimated. The observation equation was
i = 1, N, j = 1, J with J = 10, and σ * ε = 0.5. A well-specified model for the observations Z ij is similar to Equation (15), except for the addition of the variable D. Figure 2 shows the data generated for 30 subjects under three scenarios: treatment never initiated, treatment initiated when the observed Z is higher than 0, treatment initiated right after baseline for all patients.
We simulated data as they could be found in an observational study of HIV infected patient. In real life, treatment is initiated depending on multiple factors including patients covariates and observed biomarker values, and once initiated, the treatment is most of the time not interrupted. For the simulation, we used a logistic regression such that for patient i = 1, . . . , N and visit numbers j = 1, . . . , J,
The visit-times were taken as t ij = j so that the the last visit time was t iJ = J. This model leads to 66.7% of patients-time under treatment.
Estimation of parameters from simulated data
The parameters, including the causal parameter γ A , can be estimated from a real data set by maximum likelihood (ML). We estimated the parameters of our simulated model using the R package covBM which allows to find ML estimates for a mixed linear model with Brownian motion (Stirrup, 2017) using the function lmeBM. Code is available in supplementary material. We performed 1000 replicated estimations on datasets including N=1000 patients. Table 1 summarizes the results and shows that there is essentially no bias in estimation of the parameters of the model, empirical and estimated standard deviation are overall similar and coverage are kept near their nominal value of 95% (in accordance with the ML theory for well specified models). Overall, we confirm that the causal parameter can be estimated by maximum likelihood without needing a treatment attribution model assuming model for (16) and (17) is well specified.
6.3 Simulation of optimal strategy for a given individual assuming that his parameters are known
In this section we examine strategies where treatment can be temporarily interrupted, and we evaluate them by an approximate version of the risk function (9) with η = 1.7 ≈ log 10 (50). We will examine parametric strategies given by Equation (12). The parameters of the model are supposed known: here, we set the values to the one used for the simulations. We investigate the optimal strategy for 4 different patients:
We assumed the parameters for these patients perfectly known so that σ * µ0 = σ * µ1 = 0. Table 2 summarizes the results for multiple values of ω. We observe that the larger ω, the higher the threshold β for treatment initiation. The overall cost R int m is an increasing function of ω. Finally, we observe as expected that for any given ω the overall cost R int m is higher for individual with steeper increase in their biomarker Y , see comparison for patient (D 1 = 1, C 1 = 0.5) versus (D 4 = 0, C 4 = −0.5). The strategy is such that for lower ω the optimal strategy is to treat a lot of patient. When the treatment burden gets higher, i.e. ω is larger, the strategy progressively tends to "never treat". Table 1 : Simulation on 1000 replicates for evaluating the performances of the estimation from observational data using the function lmeBM of package covBM. Table 2 : Results of the optimal parametric SKP strategies for four individuals:
.4 Simulation of optimal strategy for a given individual assuming that his individual parameters are unknown
In this section we assume that we know the population parameters of the model, but that the parameters with random effects are only known with uncertainty; that is we know that µ 0i and µ 1i come from a normal distribution with known expectation and standard deviations σ * µ0 = 1 and σ * µ1 = 0.5, respectively. Thus this is an illustration of the SPDP algorithm. Table 3 Table 3 : Results of the optimal parametric SPDP strategies for four individuals ((D
Adaptive optimal
Now that we validated the properties of both the estimation and the optimal control strategy, it is possible to combine both so that we propose a strategy as described in the DTDR strategy. In our toy-example example it is easy to compute the likelihood ofZ j , which can be used for computing the posterior distribution of the parameters or for approximating it. We note thatZ j being obtained by summing normal variables has itself a normal distribution. So, we have only to compute its expectation and variance matrix. The expectations of the Z j (the components ofZ j ) are easily computed from Equation (15). The computation of the variance (given the parameters) is also easy because we identify independent variables which are B tj and the ε j , and so, the variances are obtained by summing the variances of these variables, that is: τ 2 t j + σ 2 ε ; the covariance between Z j and Z j comes from the covariance of the Brownian which is τ 2 min t j , t j . It is possible to neglect the information brought by the incoming observation of a particular subject on the fixed parameters θ, so that we can update only the distribution of the random parameters, µ = (µ 0 , µ 1 ). In that case, we can write f µ,θ|Zj = f µ|Zj ,θ f θ . The priors for µ and θ, denoted N (ν 0 , Ω 0 ) and N (θ 0 , Ξ 0 ) respectively, come from the observation of a sample, The likelihood of observation of a subject up to visit j, fZ j |µ,θ involves θ but we neglect the variability due to the uncertainty of θ in this likelihood and make the computation at θ 0 . The expectation ofZ j can be written A j µ + c j so that we haveZ j ∼ N (A j µ + c j , Σ j ); thanks to the linearity in µ of the expectation, the posterior of µ is normal (conjugate prior), so that we have just to examine the argument of the exponential part of the density to determine its expectation and variance which specify the posterior.
Applying the formulas of Appendix 8.2 to (Z j − c j ) (with c 0 = 0) we find the expectation ν j and variance Ω j of the posterior of µ:
Conclusion
We have shown how effects of simple and adaptive interventions could be defined and computed within the stochastic system approach to causality. More over we have shown that it is possible to design optimal parametric strategies. This was illustrated in a simulation study showing that the physical law could be learned from an observational study and that it would be possible to control an intermittent antiretroviral treatment in an adaptive way, based on a dynamical model. The simulation for the adaptive optimal strategy remains to do. We derive an analytical formula in the case where the visit-times are fixed and the loss function depends only on values of Y at visit-times. For simplicity we remove the factor C. To compute any risk function we must compute the marginal distribution of Y t under the intervention. This can be done by recurrence: knowing the marginal distribution of (Ȳ tj ,Ā tj−1 ,Z tj ), compute the marginal distribution of (Ȳ tj+1 ,Ā tj ,Z tj+1 ). For making this computation, we use:
• the physical law of Y , f Y (tj+1)|Ȳ (tj ),Āt j ,
• the strategy f int At j |Zt j ,Āt j−1 .
• the observation equation f Zt j+1 |Yt j+1 .
Theorem The recurrence equation is: . (18) That is, one goes from the marginal distribution at t j to that at t j+1 by multiplying by the product of the conditional densities of observation, physical law and strategy.
Proof: We have that f given the observed valuesZ tj ). When all the distributions are Gaussian, the computation can be done analytically. For a general loss function at horizon t j+1 , the associated risk is:
(ȳ tj+1 ,ā tj ,z tj+1 )dȳ tj+1 dā tj dz tj+1 .
Except in the Gaussian case and with linear loss function, this computation will be intractable if there are many visit times; in that case, one must resort to simulation.
Conjugate normal priors
Let the prior for the parameter vector θ of dimension m be θ ∼ N (ν, Ω 0 ) and the likelihood for the j-dimensional observation be Z ∼ N (Aθ, Σ), where A is a j × m matrix. Then the posterior is normal, N (ν p , Ω p ) and by identification of the quadratic forms we find that Ω 
